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ABSTRACT

A tri-axial acoustic sounder with doppler wind measuring capability has been used lo

measure boundary layer winds from which winds hear fields have been evaluated over lle-Ife 17.29N,

4.34K] Nigeria between April and June, 1988. Correlation between SODAR-derived windsheur

profile and u radiosonde-derived temperature profile is examined. Associated Richardson numbers

have been used lo categorize atmospheric layers into various stability lypes. A case study of wind

fields and derived windshear zones associated with a rain event has been made.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The SODAR (Sound Detection and Ranging) system is a remote sensing technique suit-

able, among other things, for making doppler measurement of wind velocity using turbulent scat-

tering regions as tracers or natural targets [1 | . This modern day meteorological application of

acoustic technique started by McAllister [2] has rapidly established itself as a vital tool for probing

the planetary boundary layer on a continuous and cheap basis and has gained ground in Australia,

United States of America, Europe, Canada and the U.S.S.R. (see e.g. Brown and Hall, 1978 [3|).

However, the experiment here reported constitutes the first application of the SODAR technique in

Continental black Africa.

Planetary boundary layer (PBL) temperature and wind observations are rather rare to

come by over continental tropical Africa. This may be due to several factors among which is the

high expense involved in putting up an instrumented tower or operating regular radiosonde ascents.

The SODAR system is a cheaper means of accomplishing boundary layer profiling than

radiosondes or instrumented towers. As such, it is expected to find gainful application in the poor

tropical regions, like Africa, where, not only are radiosonde stations few and insufficient for mean-

ingful meteorological analysis, but the few existing ones rarely make regular ascents nowadays,

due to shortage of funds.

The experiment reported here has been carried out with a SODAR system developed

by Sensitron AB, Sweden as an updated fashion of an earlier system which the Meteorological

Institution of Uppsala University initially developed in collaboration with the company [4].

With the aid of a radiosonde temperature and humidity prolile made during ihe perkxl of

observation, 27 May 1988 (courtesy of Mr. Ekuwem and Dr. L.O. Kehinde of Obafemi Awolowo

University Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering) computation of Richardson's

numbers for various layers of the disturbed PBL considered was made. The wind fields and derived

windshear zones associated with the advent and retreat of a rain event over the station are studied

and the merit of a SODAR system as a tool for tracking tropical convectivc systems (squall lines,

thunderstorms etc.) discussed.

2. SODAR SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATIOMAL PROCEDURES

The SODAR system has three antennae each of which consists of a parabolic reflecting

dish, of diameter 0.9- 1.2m, made of fibre glass. Conical shields, about 3m in height shield the an

tennae from background noise contermination. Mounted at the focus of each dish are a transducer

(Altec Lansing 290E lype) and an inverted horn loudspeaker. The system's transceiver (Sensitron

model SR 25) acts as the 'brain' of the system. It contains, among other things, a tone pulse gen-

erator, a power amplifier, a trig unit, a high pass filter, doppler detector, echo intensity detector anil

a log amplifier (Fig 1). The system has a possibility of operating at 3 different frequencies: 1850,



2300 and 3000 Hz respectively but the 2.3KHz frequency was used in this experiment. The sys-

tem's pulse power is 150W and the pulse width can be varied between 30,90 and 160ms. However,

the 160ms pulse width was used here.The pulse repetition rate was between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz.

The SODAR system effects a three-dimensional doppler wind measurement by means of

its three antennae one of which is vertical (w) while the other two (u,v) are inclined at an angle 60

degrees each to the horizontal. The inclined antennae are orthogonally oriented.In this experiment,

the u-antenna faces the North (0 degree azimuth) while the v-antenna faces the East (90 degree

azimuth).The three antennae have been mounted on top of a 20m high building at the Obafemi

Awolowo University campus Ile-Ife, Nigeria.The accompanying computers, transceiver and other

electronic equipments have been housed in an air-conditioned room at the second floor of ihe build-

ing some 15m away from the freely exposed antennae. The antennae have been carefully sited in a

location that was free from obstructions that could give rise to standing eddies or unwanted echoes.

Operating at a frequency of 2.3 KHz and in a monostatic mode, the system gives out

sound pulses with a 'beep' sonic burst nearly similar to some bats' sonic calls at nights. Following

the transmission of each burst, the antennae, with the aid of a switch, change from a transmission

mode to a reception mode to receive the returned signals that have been reflected/scattered by

regions where there exist inhomogeneities in refractive index on a scale of half the sound wave

length (i.e. 6.5 cm for 2.3 KHz being used here.). The relatively weaker returned signals received

are then amplified by the transceiver and analysed to determine the wind velocity using the doppler

shift technique.

If v, is the radial wind speed in X-direction and uT is the radial wind speed in Y-dircction

!5 | then for a transmitting frequency f0, the doppler shift in the Y- and X- directions &fa and £/„

respectively are given by:

5/- = ^ (I)

6f^2-^ (2)

where s is the speed of sound.

X DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS

The SODAR system's three antennae fumish observations consisting of the vertical wind

component w along with the horizontal (u,v) components. However, the w antenna did not respond

during this measurement episode (due to a minor fault in the transducer which w;is later rectified)

making available only u and v data along with the wind direction <I> given by:

u
(3)

The SODAR observations analysed here were obtained between 25 and 27 May, ]ySX

during which period the system was run continuously on an automatic mode with an integration time

of 30 mins. The radiosonde system was operated at 1430 LST on 27 May 1988. The temperature

and relative humidity profile monitored by the radiosonde is as shown in Fig.2. The prominent

temperature inversion occurring at Ihe 200m level is note-worthy, A little shower has fallen around

0858 earlier in the day and the atmosphere has been be-decked by patches of fractured low-level

stratocumulus with occasional minute droplets experienced now and then. This may account for

the uneven structure of the humidity profile obtained. We have here a case of a disturbed mixing

layer .

For a vector wind

the vertical wind shear

whose magnitude is
dz dz dz dz

dz dz dz at

Now, over an atmospheric column, in virtually all cases,

(4)

(5)
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hence the windshear

i
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This implies that it is the vertical shear of the horizontal wind that is of utmost importance to

convective systems in the atmosphere.

In I;ig.3, we indicate the wind shear profiles obtained at I442LST and 15I2LST which

periods closely follow the radiosonde sounding period of figl.lt can be seen that ihe windshear

profiles indicate some relatively higher values at 87.5m and 212.5ni levels which levels are jus!

immediately above the two inversion regions shown on the sounding.

3.1 STRATIFICATION OF THE CONVECTIVE PBL: ASSOCIATED RICHARD-

SON NUMBERS

Plotted in f;ig.4 are profiles of potential temperature 9 (assuming iidiabatic conditions
wherein

6 = T + 7z

where 7 is the dry adiabatic lapse rate andT the temperature in absolute units) along with observed

wind speed and direction.

The Richardson 'x Number, R{ is the ratio of the available potential energy to the available

kinetic energy. A measure of die stability of the atmosphere, it is given by:

p . _ » dz (K)



Apart from the low-level inversion layer existing at 80m and the prominent capping in-

version layer at 2(X)m, the following layers, along with their associated ft where practicable, can

be identified:

(a) the Surface layer (unstable)

(b) Neutral layer (10-60m): ft«0

(c) Stable layer (60-74m):fl, = 0 57.

(d) Unstable layer (80-160m):i?, = - 5 .38

(e) Neutral layer (160-180m).\Rift;O

(f) Stable layer (I80-200m):ft = 1.83

(g)'Unstable layer (200-220m):Rj = - 1 93

The stratification of the convective PBL structure, here undertaken, closely parallels that

adopted by Malleus and Wit (1959) [6] in their pioneering work on 'field of motion 'cumulus model.

The PBL, under study, is rather very shallow due to its disturbed state. Experience in

GATf- showed thai the undisturbed tropical PBL is deeper than the disturbed one.

A measure of the depth of Ekman layer can be expressed as:

(9)

where A is the kinematic eddy momentum exchange coefficient and / , the Coriolis parameter. l-'or

the mid-latitudes, A = 10m 2 a" ' while, for the tropics, a value A = 20 m 2 s ~ ' has been suggested

17].

Using the latter value, 2$ for lie works out to be 1.47 km. To obtain the actual classical

form of the Ekman layer depth, we have to multiply ZB by a factor IT yielding a value of 4.6km.

This result is higher than that obtained by Simpson. However, her result was for a higher latitude

than Ife's. Noting thai motion at our latitude would be ralher ageostrophic, the above estimates of

likman layer depih should be laken as rough values. In any case, our disturbed PBL is shallower

than would normally have been the case were there a fine weather over the stalion.

Gaynor and Mandics (1976) [8| have shown from SODAR observations made on board

a ship in GATli that the tropical oceanic PBL, when disturbed by a sqtiitil line, l<x>k close lo about

17 hours to recover. We hope to be able to examine the continental equivalent of this recovery time

in subsequent experiments.

3.2 I'lIK KAIN EVEMT

Tin; wind profiles obtained by the SODAR system before, during and after the advent

of a rain event at 0758, 0X58 and 0958 respectively on 27 May,1988 are as shown in l-ig.5. The

associated wind directions are alsoshown in Fig.6. Although the echo returns received were mainly

from 50m to a maximum of 300m, (a limitation of the system in the absence of suitable echo targets)

the following could be observed at the advent of the system:

(a) increased wind speed over the station (from a maximum speed of 2,8m/s at 225m to
7m/s at 175m.

(b) a dramatic increase in the windshear

(c) a veering in the wind associated with mild pulsations in wind direction, tt could be

not iced that leve 1 for level a relative decrease of about 1 -2 m/s resulted at the passage of the s ysteni.

After the system, it could be observed that:

(a) a decrease in the wind speed and shear resulted but these were still much higher than
before the event.

(b) a backing of the wind relative to that prevailing during the event.

A considerable westward transfer of momentum has been effected by the system.

These features are broadly similar to those found by Adedokun (1979) [9|.

In FigJ we have a cross-section of the windshear fields throughout the period from

200LST on 25 May 1988 to 1500 LST on 27 May 1988. It can be observed that a prominent

region of windshear maximum of about 0.06s"1 marked the advent of the system. There appeared

to have been a smaller system with smaller cells of shear 0.06s"1 between 2100 and 2300 LST (he

previous night bm that system was not as prominent as that of 27th May under study.

What has been (racked here was a weak squall line that might have developed within

the moist Southwesterly air stream at the early stage of the raining season.An equipment fault pre-

vented further measurement of stronger squall line systems that evolved as the season progressed.

However, there exists ample opportunities to use the system to monitor density currents lhat are

associated with st|uall line as well as individual cumulonimbus systems in future. Squall lines ac-

count for nearly 80 per cent of the region's annual precipitation input. Hence, the need lo gain

further insight into ihe system's thermodynamic structure and overall dynamics cannot be over-

emphasised. The windshear fields monitored here are below the 0.1s""' threshold found by Snyder

110| for safely of large swept-wing jet-powered aircraft.However, much stronger shear fields defi-

nitely accompany a lot of the squall line systems experienced over the region 110].

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The SODAR system used herein has demonstrated a proven capability to monitor low-

level PBL winds in w consistent manner. Windshear fields calculated from the system's data returns



when compared with radiosonde returns confirm the observation by Cole el.al.(1980) [II] that

inversion regions in the atmosphere are often associated by strong windshear.

The slratificaiion of the tropical continental PBL, considered here in accordance with

associated H< values, yields a structure which closely parralels that used by Malkus and Wilt [ 12|

in their modelling of cumulus field of motion. This is an evidence of the efficacy of the system's

performance in depicting realistic PBL profiles and flow fields.

Windshear fields associated with the advent and retreat of a squall line/rain event studied

in the experiment depict a maximum as the storm arrives over the station. A high westward transfer

of momentum and strong phase change in wind direction were also observed as in Adedokun (1979).

Future studies would be aimed at determination of continental PBL recovery time fol-

lowing a squall line or other storm event. Such a period shall be compared with similar estimates

carried out over the tropical Atlantic waters in GATE by GaynorandMandics (1976). The SODAR

system's capability to track squall line and cumulonimbus systems is not in doubt as demonstrated

in this study. Its use in busy airports to monitor windshear zones at the wake of big jets is a step

in the right direction. The system's capability in monitoring inversion layers makes it an asset of a

tool for pollution studies. Also, the system holds promise for determination of the depth of radia-

tion fogs which information can be of great asset to aviatio n safety as far as landing and take-off

of aircrafts are concerned. It is envisaged that the system would prove useful for checking aviation

hazards in the harmatlan time, which mishap often results from poor visibility and pilots' inability

to evaluate the depth of the harmattan dust layer. A disastrous example of such a mishap was the

Kitno plane accident of 1973 1141.
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Figure Captions

Fig. I A Block Diagram of The Transceiver and its links with the other parts of the SODAR

system (After Sensitron AB 1985).

Fig.2 Temperature and Relative Humidity profiles obtained by a radiosonde system launched

ai Ilelfe at 1430 LST on 27th May 1988. The low-level temperature inversion at 80m

level and the capping inversion at 200m level are worthy of note.

I;ig.3 Windshear Profiles monitored by the SODAR system at 1442 and 1512 LST on 27 May

1988,The windshear maxima at the 87.5m and 212.5m are associated with the inversion

regions occurring at Ihe 80m and 200m respectively.

I"ig,4 Profiles of Potential temperature 8 (deg.C) and the wind speed (m/s) and wind direc

tion (deg.) for 1430 LST on 27 May 1988. Notice the stratification of the PBL and the

associated Richardson Numbers Ri.

Vig.S Profiles of tlic wind at 0758 LST (before), 0858 LST (during) and 0958 LST (after) the

advent of the rain event to the station on 27 May 1988.

F'ig 6 The profiles of the log of the wind direction D(deg) before, during and after ihe rain event.

I'ig.7 A cross-section of the Isopleths of the Windshear fields s~' for the period 200 LST on

25 May 1988 to 15(10 LST on 27 May 1988. The prominent windshear maximum thai

occurred at the time the rain event is advected over the station is worthy of note.
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